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Dry Application - Ideal for vinyl lettering For prints and larger graphics that cannot be cut

Wet Application - This method can be used on its own or in conjunction with
the dry method described
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1 - Position lettering complete with application paper and backing roughly where required.

2 - Hold in place with masking (or similar) tape.
3 - Adjust position until the text is level or exactly where required.

4 - Stick a strip of tape along the entire top edge.

5 - You can now cut between the lettering to make more manageable pieces.

6 - Working on one section at a time, hinge the lettering section up on the tape and pull
     down the backing paper ensuring the lettering remains on the top application paper.

7 - With the backing paper removed apply the lettering. Using a squeegee (or similar)
     apply pressure in a sidewards motion, gradually moving down.

8 - Continue with the other sections of lettering.
9 - Carefully remove the top application tape to leave only the vinyl.

10 - Any bubbles (what bubbles) can be pricked with a pin or sharp knife and pressed down.

11 - Stand back and admire.      12 - Tell your friends about Top Notch Signs

For printed graphics and large vinyl signs that can not be cut into smaller sections.

The process is much the same but you can not cut the graphic in to smaller section
as per instruction 5.

It may be necessary to apply these with more than 1 pair of hands. Get someone to hold
the graphic slightly away as you carefully squeegee across/down.

Or use the Wet Application method below

Fill a clean spray bottle with clean water and add a few drops of washing-up liquid
(just enough to break the surface tension and give a little bit of slip)

1 - Spray a generous film of the water solution on the surface

2 - Remove backing from graphic and slap on (with some care)

3 - The soapy water solution should give you enough slip to adjust the graphic to the
desired position without it actually sticking.

4 - From the centre carefully squeegee out the water.
(using a plastic squeegee or piece of rigid card or plastic)

5- Allow to dry before carefully removing application tape.

6 - Place the old backing paper over the graphic and rub over
again with the squeegee to make sure all edges are down

7. Great Job !
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